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FOREWORD

This report covers the work performed under AFWAL/POTC Contract F33615-79-C-2071
from 22 October 1979 to 15 July 1980 with Dr. James C. MacBain as Project Manager. This
program was conducted in the Materials Engineering and Technology Laboratories of Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Group, Government Products Division, West Palm Beach, Florida under the
direction of Mr. J. L. Bearden, Program Manager, and Mr. J. F. Clarady, Principal In-
vestigator. The program element, project, task area and work unit numbers are 646100, 3066.
306612, 30661261, respectively.

The following personnel are acknowledged for technical effort which contributed signifi-
cantly to this program:

Mr. J. Weber - Rotating Structures
Mr. J. Schratt - Rotating Structures
Mr. R. Cummins - Optical/Special Analysis
Mr. W. Chartier - Optical/Special Analysis
Mr. B. Benedict - Modal Analysis
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SUMMARY

This program developed an experimental technique of' image derotated holographic
intert'erometr rv to investigate the resonant response of' a gas turbine engine bladed-disk under
controlled laboratory conditions of' rotation and vibratory' excitation. Image derotated holo-
gramis were taken of' several modes of' vibration of a rotating bladed-disk at rotational speeds
of' 7300t rpmn in a laboratory spin test facility.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program was to develop an experimental technique of image
derotate(l holographic interferometry in order to study the resonant behavior of gas turbine
engine bladed-disks under controlled conditions of rotation and vibratory excitation. This
program was intended to continue the development initiated in a feasibility study funded
under Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory (AFAIPL) Contract F33615-77-C-2093.

The ever-increasing need for high-performance fighter aircraft, and the subsequent
requirement for gas turbine engines of higher thrust-to-weight ratio has placed increasing
emphasis on the development of improved vibration analysis techniques to more completely
define the dynamic response of these high-technology engines. Of particular significance to the
developinnt of advanced gas turbine engines is the improved understanding of the vibratory
response of the engines' rotating structures, such as the fan, compressor, and turbine
Ibladed-disks. Current analysis of these rotating structures depends on laboratory testing, such

as strain or holographic analysis or on instrumented engine tests. Both of these methods have
significant disadvantages. Laboratory tests require that a structure normally rotating during
engine operation he studied under nonrotating conditions. Instrumented engine tests are
extremely expensive and time consuming. and the results are often clouded by the complexities
of testing an entire engine and the quality of the data obtained.

Therefhre. the (development of an ex)erimental technique that would provide analysis of
the dynamic response iof an individual bladed-disk in a controllable laboratory environment of
rotational speed and vibratory excitation would be advantageous. It is the goal of this program
to develop such a technique by combining the optical image derotator system developed by
K. Stetson at the (I nited Technologies Research Center, under an Air Force contract (Refer-
ence I ). with the method dlevi loped at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group, Government Products
I)ivisitn (P&\WA/(GlD)l for inducing a controlled vibratory excitation into a rotating
bladed-disk. This technique would provide a method to accomplish holographic analysis of a
rotating,, fullh hladed-disk to characterize the effects of rotation on the dynamic response of
the hladed (I isk.

A feasibility study of the spin pit at)plication of image derotated holographic in-
terleronictrY was conducted under AFAIPL Contract F33615-77-C-2093 (Reference 2). Al-
though this earlier program did prove the feasibility of the basic technique, there were several
unsodved pri lerms remaining. This report details the improvements and advancements in the
technique accomplished under this program.
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SECTION II

TEST STRUCTURE

The test structure selected for this program was a ,J52 2nd-stage compressor bladed-disk
assembly consisting of the disk and 48 shrouded compressor blades (Figure 1). The decision
was made to change the test structure from the F100 2nd-stage turbine bladed-disk, used
during the teasibility study, since the turbine disk proved to be extremely rigid, and a higher
vibratory response could be induced in a more flexible structure. The selection of the J52
compressor bladed-disk was based on several factors which were: that the parts were available.
the spin tooling was already fabricated saving considerable time and money, and the size of the
structure was easily illuminated since it has a 28-in. diameter.

The blade root attachments were coated with W. T. Bean, Inc.. epoxy-type room
teml)erature cement shimmed with a 0.010 to 0.015-in.-thick steel shim and driven into the
disk. Shims were also epoxied to the contact surface of each blade airfoil shroud in a way that
prevented the shims from being thrown out during the rotating analysis but still allowing the
shrouds to move relative to one another. This static loading of the blade roots and shrouds was
to provide stiffness during the nonrotating holographic analysis and to assure adequate shroud
loading during the rotating analysis in the absence of the aerodynamic load normally present
on the blades during engine operation.

Spin tooling required for spin pit testing was assembled to the bladed-disk test structure,
as shown in Figures 2 and 3, and consisted of a dishpan and spin arbor. All tests, including the
nonrotating holographic analysis, were accomplished with the spin tooling attached to assure
test structure unitormity. A magnetic ring used in conjunction with nonrotating elec-
tromagnets to provide vibratory excitation of the test structure was also attached to the disk
during all tests. This ring was initially a stepped configuration with four raised lugs 90 deg
apart. It was used fo0r dc elecroniagnet excitation of the test structure early in the test
program, and is described in detail later in Section IV. Subst uently. this ring was replaced by
a cotinuous nonstepped ring (Figure 1) which, in conjunction with a nonrotating ac elec-
tro)magnet. provided sinusoidal excitation to the rotating test structure.

Six blades, equally spaced in the disk, were instrumented with four strain gages, as shown
in Figure 4. (;ages were located based on the results of nonrotating holographic analysis and
knowledge of the normal high-stress locations of shrouded blades. Strain gages were originally
installed using 250'F limited epoxy. This temperature epoxy proved to be of low durability
(e to unexpected test structure temperatures resulting from induction heating of the test
structuore through the interaction of the electromagnets and the magnetic ring. Subsequent lv,
the blades had to be reinstrumented using a higher temperature epoxy. Due to this heating of,
the bladed-disk, two thermocouples were mounted on the disk adjacent to the magnetic ring to
monitor the temperature of the structure. This assured that the temperature staved below the
limitation of the strain gages. The strain gages and thermocouples were routed across the disk
and dish pan and up the center of the spin arbor and drive shaft to a slipring mounted on the
top of' the drive turbine. A retroreflective )aint was applied to the bladed-disk to provide a
brighter image during the rotating holographic analysis.
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After the test structure was completely assembled, it was dynamically balanced on a low
speed balance machine used to balance gas turbine engine bladed-disks prior to engine
installation. Although the structure was balanced to 0.02 oz-in, or less, well within normal
tolerances, it did not always spin stable in the spin pit, requiring several rebalances before a
satisfactory spin was achieved. This inconsistency between the balance machine and the spin
pit is probably attributable to the slow speed at which the bladed-disk was balanced (500 to
1000 rpm) compared to the high speeds encountered in the spin pit (7000 to 10,000 rpm).
When the bladed-disk was balanced, it was supported on either side of the disk, but in the
spin pit there is only one point of support 33 in. from the disk. Therefore, the spin pit
arrangement is much more sensitive to test structure imbalance.
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SECTION III

TEST FACILITIES

1. SPIN TEST FACILITY

Image derotated holographic interferometry was conducted on the test structure at the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group, Government Products D)ivision's (IP&WA/(il)) new spin
test facility (Figures 5 and (). The test structure was rotated hy a 14-in. air drive turbine
through a vertical drive shaft that descends through tihe lid of the spin pit and attaches to the
spin arbor (Figure 7). The electromagnets are attached to the lid and positioned in close
proximity typically 0.050 in.) to the ma,,,etic ring on the bladed-disk. The large 45-deg mirror
used to direct the object Ibeam to the bladed-disk is located beneath the test structure on a
specially constructed mount that uses hydratulic actuators to provide rotation and tilt angle
adjustment of the mirror trom outside the pit. Tle bladed-disk, magnets, and mirror are all
enclosed in a large vactiun chambher that includes a tunnel through the wall of the spin pit,
terminating in an optical quality glass window.

This spin test facility incorporates several improvements ,over tile older facility in which
the initial feasibility study was conducted (Figure 8). Most significant was the enlargement of
the vacutin chamber which eliminated the plexiglass cover that induced a large bias fringe

pattern o n the holograms, as shown in Figure 9. Ihe mount far the large 45-deg mirror that
permits adjustment of' the mirror from outside of the spin pit has greatly facilitated the
alignment of the (lerolator optical syslenl. h'lhe new facility also includes an optics room

(Figure 10) that houses the optical systen and lasers in an environmentally controlled area.
and a cont rol room I'or the derotator and laser controls as well as tile strain gage conditioning

and recording e(Iuilment (Figure I I).
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2. IMAGE DEROTATOR SYSTEM

''lhe image (lerotat or op~t ical and electronic syNstems consst of' image derotator and
assoi a ted opt ics and elect roicjs, an Apullo L ase r. Inc., Q -switched (hill 1e -1)0secl rub iw laser.
and it Spectra Phl 'ysics. Inc., 50 mw hielium -ileon laser, as shown in Figures 12 through 15. 'Illhe
pulsed laser beamn, after retlect ing tron, mirrors M, and M, passes through lens 1, to expanid
he beami and through a 50/50 b~eam sJplitter. Th'le object beam reflected from mirror M~, which

in reality is a double-folding mirror assembly, is directed through the glass window and tunnel
to the large 45-deg mirror at the bottom of the spin pit, which directs the object beam up~wards
to illuminate the rotating lbladed-disk. Light reflected f'rom the bladed-disk returns along the
same path to the beam splitter, ",here it is reflected through the objective lens (I,), the image
derotator. thle field and copy lenses (1,, and I,). andl finally to the film transport. TFhe reference
beami travels through a mirror sy~stemn (NI, through M,,) intendled to make a pat h length
equivalent to that of' the object beam andl to direct it to the film transport.

''lhe imiage derotator constructed at the United T'echnologies Research ('enter consi'sts of'
a olded Abbe' prismi Mounted in a hollow shaft air h~earinlg that is turned by' a tbrushless dc

forque mo t or. Th'le speed of' thle derotator is corntrolled b)y a closed -1(1(1 s 'ystem, including the
dc motor. thle dirotator control unit (Figure 15Si. and two speed detector units consisting (f a1
code wheel and opt ical sensor, one mouinted on tile derot at or and the ot her onl the end (if' tihe
drive shaft in tiol of' the slipring t Figure 16). Th'le cont roli unit comipares, the signals from the
two speed (let ectoirs and then adjusts t he current t o tie d c torq ue mo to r to hick oin the
(lerlitatlir to precisely half tile spleed (t the lilad (I-disk. The control unit must also maintain a
coinstant rotational phase relat i~inship lot ween the deriitator and thle bladed-disk.
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The ,itput of the pulsed laser is momitored by a photo diode placed in the reference
beam, and a Tektronix Model 7633 storage oscilloscope. When the laser is fired, a trigger signal
from the laser power supply initiates the sweep of the oscilloscope trace, and the signal from
the diode is recorded, This permits the monitoring of the relative output of the laser, if the
laser emits a double pulse. and if so. a nteasure of the pulse separation.

3. STRAIN GAGE INSTRUMENTATION

The st rain gage conditioning, monitoring, and analysis system is shown in Figure 17. The

strain gages, mounted on the blades of the test structure, were routed through the drive shaft
to a slipring on top of tihe air turbine. Unholtz-l)ickie strain gage conditioning amplifiers were

used to provide the gage excitation current and to amplify the strain gage signals. One gage
was monitored ol a real-time spetrtun analyzer to establish when resonance occurred. The

analyzer greatly facilitated the search for resonant modes of vibration of the bladed-disk by

providing good definition between the magnet and sliipring noise and the resonant resl)onse of

the test strut ore. Strain gage data was recorded for 12 gages simultaneo, sly on FM magnetic

tape along with the pulsed laser trigger signal so strain data could be subsequentlv analyzed

off-line for the same instant in time that the hologram was taken. i'he recorded data was

analyzed on a Hewlett Pickard Model 5451C FFT analyzer and frequency spectrum curves

were established for each mode of vibration identified.

,13
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Ftl-urc 16. Top of Spin'Test Faciiit Sliprion,. ( odc ht n

4. ELECTROMAGNET EXCITATION SYSTEM

It was f'ound earl' i the test program that excitation of' the test st ructutre with dc
electromagnets was impractical. TIheref'ore. only the system used to provide ac excitationl
Ii r oigh iut the remainder of' the program will be discussed. T'he systemn, shown ini Figure 18.

consisted of' an Altec Model 9440tA Soft-watt power amplifier, a tranisf'ormer and variable
caplacit or hanlk, anld two am met ers. '['he capacitor hank provided impeedance miatchinig between
he amiplifier and the magnets. TIhe two ammueters were used to motiitoi the out put of' the

am plitier and the iput to the magnets so that the currcio limitations of' each wouldl not be
ex t ceded.

14
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Tlhe ac( electromagnets were f'abricated at lP&%WA/( P1 f'rom 0.() I -in.- thick steel sheets
lam inatedl t(cget her toi provide electrical isolation b~etween layers. Copper cooling lines were
b~razed to the out er surfaces of' the magnets, and fihe magnets were then wound with I 5-gauge
copper magnet wire. Tlhe two magnets were wound with a different number of turns to p~rovide
1)ptimunlticec with in separate f'requencyN ranges. Although bo0th magnets were mounted in
he spit pit, ats shown previously in Figure 2, only one was utilized at a timle. Anl in-line switch

outside of' the spin pit allowed either one to be selected, depending onl the f'requency of' the
desired mode of' vibration.

16



SECTION IV

HOLOORAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY OF A ROTATING STRUCTURE

1. TEST CONCEPT

WithI the deocloptieiit of, advanced high-technology gas turbine engintes. increasing
emnp has is Itas Ibeen pi~laced I(i l drst anidin I t he' dI tam ic bhaio'Ir 04 ri itat ing st ruct iire. 'I his
Inhlavior has. beell of interest ever since C'ampbell first theorizedl the response of a rotating
struetuore Ii 1921 IReference 23). However, it has ol h een wkithin the past 1lit yr that
e.\perimiteitat ion kenliovitig hoorpi ehiushas permitted significant investigation I
thll, piiiii'i- e il.i

lI I Til iltertci'oitetr *v methods developed to studY thec dynamic response of at
rotjtii , hl Ii liet categorized l)i'v three liasic approaches: stroboiscopic. rotating plate. and

mii~ne le-n tat d ii Ilgrapihic iitrterontetrv I Reference -4). Th'le first of* these methods str'obes
lie~~~~~~~~~~ I-ri \Iliijitin itth roaig hject sii that it is illuminated at the same

;gli rivwito it atter each revouittion t Ref'erences .5, 6,. and -, . Huiwever. it, thle rotational
speed) ,I liet oiict I iiereases, the timing ut the laser pulses lteciint's extremely' critical. and the
tiuls widt Ii rcqoired 1(k stopt the. roitarv motion biecome, except ihnalk\ short. Th'lese ifificulties
limit thle ritat inl;il speed I the oliect toi less t han t1a5it rpm andl ciitsequent lY. limit thle
liscit i' ,I~ uthis nit thd,

T[he mtatinlg tdlitc houlographic interteroitr\ method is accoimtlished by a ctually t ixing
he Itulogrami ti the mtat ing object alung" its alxis ot rotation lieterences S~ through I 1It. Sinice

the.f I It I, r Iit IIi plate is rtt iilg at thell sante speed ais In' ob.ject , all reilt Ie rotaot ioiial niu I t io
is removed. Alt hoiigh this met hod has Iie buHLsed skIccessfu lly\ to study at disk rotating il) to

20i.00')i rpm. it hits to hashc (isodaais. tFirst ot all, it is nlot allw ays possible to fix thle
hli.rikn 0wth okiekt paiinilmrl it' it is at gas Iiirluine engline part. and secondlY, thle

n11e.(liaiiical systemi usedI to hold tihe hologram nnist lie ext remiv stabule inl o rder o~ preventl ally
vihraition (,I rigid buook motion ouf' the hologram itself.

Theii image (lerut~itil holographic interferoinetr rv nitthod thM tvwas first develouped liv
1'. Wtadilell t Reterences 12 throughi IT) uitilizes at rotating erectir prism toi iipticallv stoip the
routt iiim iof the ohject t bus protduicing a stIatioiirv imagwe. I'sing Q'switched dmtlle-pilsed

rh,' las~er. d oulil e e xpoui sre hoIo g rans can he ci instnrict e( tif t he dviam)ic response if' tihe
object.I K..t'tii itl the i niteul 'echitiliigies Research ('enter de-velioped the tirst practical

opt cal imge derotatlor t eference I1). ttsisderiitatiir is a t ransmnissionufl ifiguration

which uses a tioled Ahe' prism. Whent the( riitat ing object is viewed through the prism
ritfing it halt lte stieed ut' the object, aI stat mnary imiage is observed.

tiifi~ and \iaci'Bai Mt Rereine IT ) have coinduiictedl extensive analyses of sinai I rotating,
ui4k uising image deriitated holograpuhi interterolietr rv techniques. Additionally. derotated
holograms it aI 1st-stage tomilr-ssiir liaded 'dtsk if anl engine runoning at speeds upl to

itrpm Ii a test staind have bueeiu produced lh\ Steso. he priigrain detailed itt this report
ilso applies ilerotated holougraphic intOeteyriiet techiniqiues: however, it investigates thle

teaIsihility oi estahlishillt the dynamic behavior it toirluine eingiite lladed-disk-s inl a ciiitrilled
lahiuratuiry spin Itest tacilit v. Sticcestil demionst rat iii wuld pirov'ide at imethoid oft aliallY'itg

hi d *'itiiiii hehaviir it aiiv hladed'disk stage iiider coint rolled ('indit ions oft rotational speed
Atld \'ihr ii\vwutitlion.
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2. RESONANT RESPONSE OF A ROTATING DISK

'I'lt resonant modes of' vibration of' a dfisk ('all lie classifiedl by the number of' nodal
di amiet ers. node lines that extel d tlianietricall 'v across the dfisk; and nodal circles, niode lilies
that ext endI ci rcunif'erentil mliv around the disk (depicted in Figure 19). Th'le 2N and 2N- 18
inotles of' a disk are shown where N ref'ers to the number of' nodal diameters, and S indicates
the n uminIer I inodlI circles.

2 N 2N -IS

- - - -Node Lines
FD) 20484

igure 19. I.\piial Alodi Shapes of 2N~ and 2N- IS Modes of Vibrat ion of aI
Ctrcu far (fsk

First, consider thbe resonant response of' a nonrotat ing dfisk excited b)y a sinusoidal force.
11 co., c t, where 1) is the magnitude of' the excit at ion f'orce and w' is the exc'itat ion f'requenc.

I resut ianlt dIisp lacemIfenlt t ) , for t be disk vibrating in a mode of' vibhrat ion withI ii nodal
diameters, can lie described as a funiction of' angular location (0I) and time Mt (Reference 17):

W w,. t) A sini ii( cos pt (1)

where

A Uesiinant Ampi~litutde
I, Reso nanlt F requncy of' 0 iii mode.

Equation I can be rewritten in the form

W (1. t A sil(1 f pt) A sil0 pt) (2)

If' the disk is rotated at ain angular velocity (12), (1 - Ut and, neglecting the stiffening effect
t' the ceut ri ftigal lobad oin t he dik, Eq ua t ion 2 becomies

A A
2v; tISill (p.), nUlt 2 sinll (p, 111)t )



Fxaii idt io iiiII'I qa Iion 3 reveals t hat resonanlce occuhrs when t he excitation l'req uency
i 1c i stuch that

'C-p nQ (4)

Tlhus, at mode of' vibration l'r a dis5k rotating at a specific rotational speed canl he excited hy
two (lifferelit excitation f'requencies: one n~l greater and one nQZ less than its nonrotating
resonant I freq ueiicv. as s h(own in Figure 20. It has been demonstrated (Ref'erence :3) that
excitation of' thle rotating disk at at lrequency of' p), + nQl results in a mode shape that travels in
he same direction ats rotation of' the disk, and excitation at 1), nS? results in a mode shape
traveling in at directio n oppoIsi te to d(is k ro t ation. Of' part icu lar iminportalnce iii gas turi1ne
engiocs is thle point at Which the backward traveliing wave has the same angular velocity iii the
oppiosite direct ion as, the disk, or when

Th'lis results init standing" wave that is stat ionarv with respect to at tpoint iii space. and ('an be
excit ed by at variance iii the piressure field across at gas tutrbinie enginle bladed -disk.

Dis Anua(7lct,~

x.4

F'igure' E(. xcitation Fricquencies for a Rotaling l)isk in the n'~ Mode of

V.ihwJj(i ithi/ a Resp)onseo Ir.'qi'iricY of 1),
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3. EXCITATION METHOD

Duhring the teasihilitY vstuidy and the first test ing period of this prgram, excitation of the
est structuore was ptrovidled by two nonrotat ing dc elect romiagnets positioned 1 80 deg apart

and.1 in this program, a magnet ic ring with four raised steps equally spaced around the ring
which wvas holted to the disk. As the bladed -disk rotated with the magnetic ring in close
iroxi mit v to the magnets, a 1(tur- puilse -per- rev-oltit ioni input excitation resulted. It was demon-

st rated du tring the feasibtility Vstutdy (ReferenceT 2) that for a pulsedl excitation, the forcing
trequencvy was related to the angular velocityv of the bladed -disk bY :-rmkilZ; where m is (he
nombher of pulses per revolttion of' the dlisk, and k is a positive integer (4k. for this p~art icular
vase). llearravigiitg and siihst it uting into l~quat ion .4. it canil he seen that resonance of' the nth
dliamneter mode' will occur when

or'

As can he seen from Equiat ion 5 and Figure 21, taken trom the feasihilitv results, the excitation
ot each miode of viltrat ion for the F1t00 2nd-stage tuirbine disk occurs at onlY a few discreet

Theli rotationial spe'ed (depeindence of' (it excitat ion proved to he an ext reme disadvantage
early i the prog rain for lwo reasons. First, the hladed disk was a lightly damped structure

wihrequ1i red t hat a pirec ise roit ationial spee h'' e minilt a ined to e xc it e a reso nnne near its
mna ximunmi responvise. Accoi iI s hi ng t Iiis p rec is ioivn i cont rollinRg t he sp eed was di fficulIt sinvce
aviv fluctiuation in air piressuire at the drive tutrbine resulted in a corresponding fluctuation of'

the rotational speed~ of the hladed-disk. ecn *yilvroang strucidture, part icola rI one that
is suippiortedt at only ' one enid as is the case in the spinl pit, tends to spin in a more stable
fashion at certaivi spieeds avid less stable at others. It' a desired inotde of vibration is excited at a
spieed where the teist strulctutre is sp1inning tinist aly . hlo g raim con0structhin oft the mitode

Fot r the abve reasons, (lie decisioni was miade to swit ch to at' elect ronmagnet s. thuis
;irtviihing sinusoidal excit~;ion of t he hladed-disk. T[his had the immediate bienef'it of' making
it posible) i to se lect aro tat io nal spe lictat whlich hle biladed-disk woould spiin with st abhilityv. aiid
lien tone thie exiit at ion freq(uenc'y tot excite eit her thle fotrward or backward traveling waves of

an , nuithi' of' vibrat ion. If' thle speed of' the laded -disk (lid chainge. the excitation frequency
i'otuld ifas il b e retti ved to com pensate tor ft'e speed' chiantge.

4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

'l'he e~xperimenital t echlniqute ut ilized duriiig t his prograni involved tfie developmieiit of
meithoitds for t he optical alignment lit t he imiage derotat tr svsteni withI the test strtuct ure inl thle
spin iit, excit atiton ttf the rot at ing hladed -disk. and const roction itt imiage derotated double
e xpo suire hlo g rami~s of' t lii resioiianciei resplonse itt' t he h laded -disk.

TYhe prttci'dire for alignment tof' the axis t
4 ' rot atitin itt the derotator and the rotating test

Struictire was basically the same as t hat dlevelotped byv Stetsoni, but withI some miodificat ion
(itat ed bv differenceis in the experimiental apparat us. IDuring aliginmett, a 50 m~w helium-neon
laser was ut iIi zed to illuiinate ( lie lest st ructuore, and a low- piwe r nic(rosc'ope wit h a cro ss hair

I ' rect ice was placed just biehind thei t'iliii plon e to visuialize tie laser speckle pattern. T'he
alignmeint iiivotlved just twit basic steps, as illuist rat ed in Figtire 22. However, each of these
basii' steps had tot be' repeat ed several times for thiree different test coindit ions: at loiw
rot atitonal speed of thue liladed -disk, at high rtotat ional speed, anid withI the elect ritiagnet
ecit ation totn.
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Pigurc 22 Procedure for Optical Alignment of Axis of Rot atiton for the
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The first step (Figure 22a) was to align (he axis of rotation of the derotator in t:,e plane
of the bladed-disk. To accomplish this, the microscope was focused on the partially stopped
down copy lens aperture, and the laser speckle pattern in this plane visualized. As the
derotator was rotated slowly by hand, the speckle pattern was seen to rotate about a center,
and the microscope could be translated to locate the center of speckle on the cross hair. With
the derotator stationary, the bladed-disk was then rotated slowly (less than 1000 rpm), and the
resultant center of speckle centered on the microscope cross hair by adjustment of the large
45-deg mirror inside the spin pit and the vertical and horizontal translators of the
double-folding mirror (Figure 13). The hydraulically adjustable mount for the 45-deg mirror
greatly facilitated this procedure, since a rough alignment could be achieved with the 45-deg
mirror, and the double-folding mirrors were reserved for line alignment.

The second step (Figure 22b) was to rotate the axis of the derotator to make it coincident
with the axis of rotation of the test structure. This was accomplished by derotating the
bladed-disk and focusing the microscope on the object. The speckles observed on the
bladed-disk appeared in the form of circles. The upper mirror of the double folding mirror
assembly could then be rotated to reduce the speckle circles to points. Since these two
alignment steps affect each other, they had to be repeated several times until the alignment
converged.

Since the drive shaft rotating the test structure is supported only at the top of the drive
turbine, the axis of rotation of the structure is allowed to shift as the rotational speed is
increased. Therefore, after the low-speed alignment was completed, it was necessary to repeat
the procedure at the speed at which holograms were to be constructed. Since the rotation of
the speckle pattern at the copy lens aperture was not discernible at rotational speeds of the
test structure above 1000 rpm, a method of alignment at higher speeds had to be devised. The
high-speed alignment was accomplished by strobing the helium-neon laser heam at a frequency
.just slightly less than that of the rotating bladed-disk. The center of speckle could then be
observed and aligned. Excellent results were achieved using this technique for rotational
speeds up to 9000 rpm, as shown in Figure 23. However, only a slight instability in the spin of
the test structure could be tolerated, or an inexact alignment resulted which produced a set of
parallel bias f'ringes on the holograms (depicted in Figure 24). Therefore, a good balance of the
test st ructure before mounting in the spin pit was imperative to minimize the spin instability.

:\s the electromagnet ic excitation was applied to the test striat ore, the resultant pull on
Ibe dladed disk shifted its axis of rotation. The final step in the alignment procedure was.
Iherlefore the ( adjustinent in alignment to compensate l'or this shift. This final alignment was
pertorited atI Ih sa me rotational speed as the high-speed alignment and with the current
inpiut i thbe electroniagnet the same ias would he used du ring hologram construction.

Ex'it at ion if the ro tatiomal test structure was accomplished usiog the ac electromagnetic
Systemi described in Sect ion Ill. As the frequency of excitation was varied, the impedance
inatch between the power amplifier and the magnet changed. thus lowering the effective
ctrrent that cotlt be applied to the magnet. The magnet circuit had to he retuned using the
in-line variable capacitance circuit to compensate for the change in impedance. A strain gage
monito(red on-line with a ,pect rum analyzer was used to establish when resonance of the
Ihladed-disk occurred. The spectruin analyzer greatly facilitated this effort. since the resonant
response oIf the bladed-disk could be easily discerned from an unfiltered strain gage signal that
also contained magnet and slipring-induced noise. A reduction in the rapid induction heating
of the test structure due to the interaction of the electromagnets and the magnetic ring was
evi(lent with the switch from dc to ac electromagnetic excitation. However, this continued to
be a problem. and a continuous monitoring of the thermocouples attached to the disk had to
he maintained to keep the temperature of the disk below 3000F to avoid damage to the strain
gages.
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Firt 21. IIm.,,c I)crrtjftcd luh1l( K.xpsurc Hologramrf of J52 2nd-,'ta.e
(CoMn prcssor Bladvd-OIisk Iotatinug at 900 rpm With No ihrtorN

Excitattoll (I'ul.sc Sctaration Wis -IM see)

At least t wo unwanted excitation sources were detected during this program although
teir effet wa, minial. l'he excitation at the rotational speed of the test structure at IE. due

to the rotor imbalance, was low in amplitude and for the most part below the frequency range
of interest. The other, that was thought to be a resonance in the drive system, occurred at only
one discrete rotational speed and was easily avoided.

In, ;e derotated holograms were constructed for the resonant responses of the rotating
test structtre with the double-pulsed ruby laser. A pulse separation of' 40p sec was used for
most of the testing program to minimize the misalignment )ias fringes. However. once the
align mew procedure was folly developed, a longer pulse separation could have been used if a
stahle spin of1 the test structure had been achieved. Sufficient excitation was available,
however, that even with the short pulse separation, the fringe density on the holograms was
alelulate to i(lntify the modes of vibration of the bladed-disk.
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O)nce Olhe alig-nment p~roceduire was de velopied. i]lst of thle problems encountered in thle
(4 onstr met j~ of t he imiage le r t at ed h 414g raIlls were duI e to tihe pulsed la~ser. 'F'lie mI 481
reeiirr('nt 441 the laser probllems was thIe n1u1lt im44(Iing" oft the laser that impjartedl contour fringesolthe holograms, isshown in FiguIre('. Atepst rciyti problem met with hlmited
oi a - . em ts to retit ti
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Fi-urc 2-7. lnun-c Ihrolated 1)ou ble Exposure Hologram of 452 2nd-Sta-i
('mprssor Bladed-DIish Showng, (Contour Fringe.'snI o from
Alu li ,ading of louon hhP u sf 'd Ru h~v Laser

5. DATA ANALYSIS

Huff *(r- t he rot atijonal analy' sis of' the .152 2nd -stage compressor lbladed -disk was init iated1.
a n (lrot at ing holographic analysis was conducted. TFhe result ant reconstructed time average
holograms are shown in F'igure 263.

W 'Ithree modes of' vibrat ion of' the bladed-disk that were idlentifijed during the nonrotat ing
holog~raphic analYsis (the 2N. 2N- IS, and 3N- IS miodes), and one that was not (the IN-IS
modl were excit ed with ti le bladed -disk rotating at various rotational speeds. as shown in

w 'Talaie I and Figure 27. 'I'he sinusoidal excitation provided by the ac electromagnets mnade it
tpossible to (lemonstrafe the capahilit.N of exciting either the forward oir b~ackward traveling
waves of a mode, as dIiscussed in Sect ion IV. T'he stiffening efftect of' the centrifuigal load on the
test structure can also lbe seen in Figure 27. as evidenced by the nonlinear increase in hot h the
respo nse and1( e xcit atnin f'req ue 11(es.
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2N 290 Hz 3N 348 Hz

2N-IS 460 Hz 3N iS 596 Hz

4N-lS 811 Hz 5N-iS 970 Hz
FD 204187

FiI4' rcI 26i. Ii' 'ii nst ruci tid Tim nil' ag . ' In i'c u granfis o f Nonroaini) (ii,, .1.52

2nd- fuago ('rn pri'ssir Bladi'd-I)isk
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TABLE 1. RESONANT RESPONSES OF THE J52 2ND-STAGE COM-
PRESSOR tLA1)EI)-)ISK ROTATING IN THE SPIN TEST
FACILITY

Bladed-Disk Excitatin Response
Rotational Speed (rpm) Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) Mode of Vibration

5000 365 528 2N-1S
380 u28 3N-1S
468 395 IN-IS
500 342 2N

7000 310 657 3N-S
334 565 2N-1S
538 420 IN-IS
592 365 2N

794 562 2N-IS

75M0 296 674 3N-IS
300 670 3N-1S
544 422 IN-IS
550 425 IN-IS
620 370 2N
820 572 2N-IS

8000 852 585 2N-1S

8500 270 684 3N-IS

Image derotated douile exposure holograms were constructed for three of the four
resonant modes of vibration identified with the bladed-disk rotating at speeds between 7000

and 7500 rpm. Reconstructed photographs of a few of the holograms are evidenced in Figures
28 through 3:3. Tvpical spectral response curves of the unfiltered signals from several of the

highest respondina strain ga,es are pres, nted in Figures 34 through 38.

,
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ILI,

b'u.~uri, 2S Iniogi IDirolated 1)uuhhe Exposur( Hologram oif the 3N- IS Mode
of Vib)ra1tion (f thc 45-1 2nd-Stagc Com rpressor Bladed-Disk Rut at-
inA, (it 7,500 rpm (the Excitation Frequenev weas 300) Hz and the
Ih'spoisc Frequency' ivas 6~70 lk)
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Fi uro 29.~ Ipua-f c rut atcl !)uhl Exvposure Hologram of t he 3NI-1 IY Mde
of Vibration of/the .52 2nd-Stagev ('unpressor Bladv'd-fDisk Rut at -
in', at 75'00 rpmn (thec Excitatioun FrequencyN was 296 H1- and the
Res punse Frequenc\' was 67.1 11z)
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Figure 3t. Imnage lh'rotated Double Exposure Hologram (if the 3N-IS Mode
of Vibration of the 4152 2nd-Stage Compressor Bladed-Ilisk Rotat-
ing at 7000 rpm (the Excitation Frequency was 310 Hz and the
Response Frequency was 657 Hz)
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i'gure 31. !,agc I)vrotat ed A~mbile Exposure~ Hologram of t he I N- IS MAfdv
of V ibration i4 liii' .152 2nd-St agv ( nprcssor Bladi'd-1)sk Thtal -
ing at e50( rp Ih ~ift rqueacY was 5.5( H:z and the
Th'spimsc Fre~quoncy was 12.5 1k:)
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* Figure . 1. Image Derotated Double Exposure Hologram of the IN-IS Mode
of Vibration of the 452 2nd-Stage Compressor Bladed-Disk Rot at-
ing at 7.500) rpmn (the Excitation FrequencY was 544 Hz and the
Response FrequencY was 422 Hz)
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Figurc 33. Image !)irotated Double Exposure Hologram of thew 2N Mode of
Vibrat ion (if Ohe 4152 2nd-Slaagi, Colprvss(r Bladed-IDisk Bot ating
at 7500 rpm (the Excitat ion Frequency was 6i20 Ilz anid t he
Response Frf'que'nc was ,370) HZ)
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'he objective of this program was to develop an experimental technique of image
derotated holographic interferometry to investigate the resonant behavior of gas turbine
engine fully bladed-disks under laboratory-controlled conditions of rotational speed and
vibratory excitation. The program was intended to continue and improve the effort initiated in
the feasibility study. The technique was developed during this program so that resonant modes
of vibration were excited on a rotating bladed-disk with a sinusoidal force, and image
derotated holograms of good quality were constructed of the resonances. The large bias fringe
pattern on the holograms taken during the feasibility study was eliminated, making possible
the identification and analysis of the resonant mode shapes directly from the holograms.

Although the technique has been demonstrated successfully, to become a practical
analysis technique there are two areas which need improvement. First, the occurrences of the
pulsed laser multimoding must be reduced in frequency to some controllable level. Secondly,
although some excellent results were achieved utilizing electromagnet excitation, this excita-
tion method has amplitude and frequency limitations which make the development of an
improved excitation method desirable.

The following conclusions are a direct result of the work conducted during this program:

1. Ref'inements incorporated in the new spin test facility enhanced the
quality of the image derotated holograms and greatly facilitated their
construction

2. 'he ac electromagnets provided a sinusoidal excitation of sufficient
amplitude to identify several resonant modes of vibration of the rota-
tional bladed-disk

:. A technique was developed providing the capability of constructing image
derotated holograms of the resonant response of a rotating bladed-disk.

Significant progress in the development of the image derotated holography in-
terferometry technique in a laboratory spin test facility has been achieved during this
program. 'o further enhance this development, it is recommended that improvements in the
pulsed laser and in the excitation method be pursued. The addition of an intercavity,
temperature-controlled, multielement etalon to the pulsed laser should provide the desired
control over the multimoding of the laser. A program should be initiated to develop an
excitation source capable of exciting a rotating blade-disk with a sinusoidal force of higher
amplitude and wider frequency range than that produced by the current methods.

i
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